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OPEC(+(+)) Rollercoaster
After the, not unexpected, weekend rollercoaster that is OPEC shenanigans where it seemed

the wheels were falling off any possible output deal between Saudi/Russia etc. etc. etc. etc

Crude prices opened sharply lower, down ~12%
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However, you can't keep a good market down, and reports are already trickling through (via

CNBC that the Saudis and Russians are closer than ever to an agreement to stabilise the

market.

As BBG reports –

Oil pared earlier losses amid signs Saudi Arabia and Russia are making progress on an

agreement to curb crude output as the coronavirus wreaks havoc on the global economy.

Futures erased most of an earlier loss of as much as 11% in New York to trade near $28 a

barrel. Some progress was made in negotiations toward a pact between major producers on

Sunday, according to diplomats, while US President Donald Trump said he didn’t think he’d

need to resort to tariffs to get Saudi Arabia and Russia to reach a deal.

Meanwhile, CNBC said that Riyadh and Moscow are “very close” to an agreement in a report

that cited the head of Russia’s sovereign wealth fund.

Crude surged by more than a third of its value over Thursday and Friday as an accord on

output cuts started to take shape. However, doubts crept in after the postponement of an

OPEC+ meeting that was originally scheduled for Monday to Thursday as Saudi Arabia and

Russia traded barbs over who was to blame for the collapse in oil prices.

A lack of participation from the US -- the world’s largest producer -- could still prove to be a

stumbling block. Despite originally calling for the deal, President Donald Trump on Saturday

described OPEC as a cartel and threatened tariffs on foreign oil to protect the American

energy industry.

The aim of the talks is to cut production by about 10 million barrels a day, around 10% of

global production. But whether that can support prices that have fallen by more than half this

year as the coronavirus crippled the global economy is questionable. The International Energy

Agency said Friday the deepest cuts in the industry’s history wouldn’t be enough to calm the

market.

It's never smooth sailing in the energy markets, and the cat herding is always a slog.



My gut feeling is that a deal is reached; will it be enough to stabilise a market with no

demand? That remains to be seen.

Be on your toes for more of the usual OPEC based condiments.

Bank Of Canada’s Business Outlook Survey

The highlight of a very quiet Monday, as far as scheduled releases go at least, comes out of of

the BoC with their Business outlook survey.

Great preview from the guys at RANSquawk -

The upcoming Business Outlook survey will be the first to incorporate what is businesses are

experiencing and expecting from the coronavirus pandemic as well as the recent collapse in

oil prices, which likely to weigh further on some of the energy producing regions.

However, since then oil prices have plummeted to lows last seen in 2002, while the

coronavirus sees parts of the economy shut down. However, RBC highlights that “the normal

survey period likely ended sometime in early March, but follow-ups with businesses (that were

available) likely gave the BoC some idea of the magnitude of the impact”, and therefore it

believes that the commentary will have more value than the numerical data from the

questionnaire.

The bank also notes the picture heading into the crisis was not great, noting a sharp decline in

capital goods imports through February which suggests poor M&E investment in Q1 prior to

the shutdowns. As the survey period ended sometime in early March, it perhaps may not

account for stimulus measures seen since then. To recap, the BoC’s first 50bps rate cut

occurred on March 4th followed by another 50bps cut on March 13th and another 50bps

move on the 27th. The latest cut was alongside the BoC's LSAP announcement (for USD 5bln

per week) while introducing a commercial paper facility to help alleviate strains in short term

funding markets; the BOC reiterated that it stands ready to act further if required.

The Canadian Government also has since approved a stimulus package to help its citizens

which includes wage subsidies for small businesses and tax relief measures, while consumers

who are now unemployed will receive CAD 2,000 a month for the next four months.

The package provides CAD 65bln in direct support to SME’s, CAD 30bln in deferred taxes

and it will establish credit support programme to provide CAD 10bln more to businesses.

Canada's Chief Financial Superintendent also lowered its domestic stability buffer

requirement for major banks to 1.25% from 2.5% of risk-weighted assets to add an additional

CAD 300bln in lending capacity. In terms of the jobless rate, RBC expects it to rise to 10%

from 5.6%, though again notes uncertainties.

The TLDR here is that we are expecting the outlook to be miserable.

We already know that it’s futile to try and predict what lies ahead for the economies around

the world we should always be mindful of what those with the purse strings are seeing first

hand and what they deem necessary enough to communicate.

It’s all about building up bigger pictures, and in that sense, today’s survey data will be worth

reading.

UK PM Johnson hospitalised

A quick note on the Johnston story,



Via RTRS –

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson was admitted to hospital for tests on Sunday after

suffering persistent coronavirus symptoms 10 days after testing positive for the virus, though

Downing Street said he remained in charge of the government.

Johnson, who was isolating in Downing Street after testing positive last month, still had a high

temperature and so his doctors felt he should go to an undisclosed hospital for tests in what

the government said was a "precautionary step".

"On the advice of his doctor, the prime minister has tonight been admitted to hospital for

tests," his Downing Street office said in a statement. Johnson is expected to stay overnight.

"This is a precautionary step, as the prime minister continues to have persistent symptoms of

coronavirus ten days after testing positive for the virus," the statement added.

News of his hospitalisation came only after an hour after Queen Elizabeth delivered a rallying

call to the British public saying they would overcome the coronavirus outbreak if they stayed

resolute.

Johnson, 55, on March 27 became the first leader of a major power to announce that he had

tested positive. He went into isolation at an apartment in Downing Street and said on Friday

he was staying there as he still had a high temperature.

Downing Street underscored that this was not an emergency admission and that Johnson

remained in charge of the government. Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab will chair the

government's emergency COVID-19 meeting on Monday, a source said.

With only an unwieldy collection of sometimes ancient and contradictory precedents to go by,

there is no simple, formally-enshrined "Plan B" or succession scenario should the prime

minister become incapacitated

I feel it’s worth pointing out that those assuming this is automatically bad news for GBP will be

(and already are) disappointed, this is not an FX story.

Yes, markets hate the unknown but at this moment, first and foremost in the market's mind

right now is the COVID impact and response, and for that, as wrong as it may sound, the PM is

simply a mouthpiece conveying the decisions made by his scientific advisors, a role that in

recent days has already been past on to other members of the Tory Govt.

Even if the worse were to happen (I don’t believe it will), I’d be shocked to see a sizeable

reaction in the currency markets in the short term.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS (Apr 06)

*E-MINI S&P:

During non-US trading hours

Jun' 20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (2353.50 downside/2601.50 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up

Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 2303.50

Level 2: 13% drop to 2154.00



Level 3: 20% decline to 1980.00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*NASDAQ

During non-US trading hours

Jun' 20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (7135.50 downside/7888.00 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up

Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 6985.00

Level 2: 13% drop to 6533.25

Level 3: 20% decline to 6006.25

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*DOW JONES:

During non-US trading hours

Jun'20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (19868 downside/21972 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up

Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 19447

Level 2: 13% drop to 18184

Level 3: 20% decline to 16710

Chart Of The Day –Dwindling Economies

With 82% of US counties under lockdown, states’ economies are feeling the impact.



It remains unclear how long restrictive measures will have to remain in place, and also if

further restrictions will be necessary, with this in mind it’s hard to see a quick turnaround

based on the data we do know.

My opinion is that the risks to the downside far outweigh those to the upside.

WuFlu Update

US total cases 336,327 (prev. 311,357), death toll 9,605 (prev. 8,451).

ITALY total cases 128,948 (prev. 124,632), death toll 15,887 (prev. 15,362).

SPAIN total cases 131,646 (prev. 126,168), death toll 12,641 (prev. 11,947).

CHINA total cases (prev. 81,669), death toll (prev. 3,329).

GERMANY total cases 100,123 (prev. 96,092), death toll 1,584 (prev. 1,444).



FRANCE total cases 92,839 (prev. 89,953), death toll 8,078 (prev. 7,560).

UK total cases 47,806 (prev. 41,903), death toll 4,934 (prev. 4,313).

SWITZERLAND total cases 21,100 (prev. 20,505), death toll 715 (prev. 666).

NETHERLANDS total cases 17,851 (prev. 16,627), death toll 1,766 (prev. 1,651).

SOUTH KOREA total cases 10,237 (prev. 10,156), death toll 183 (prev. 177).

CANADA total cases 15,512 (prev. 13,912), death toll 280 (prev. 231).

AMERICAS

* US President Donald Trump said the United States was seeing a "leveling-off" of the

coronavirus crisis in some of the hot spots, even as a senior official warned the country was

entering the "hardest" week of the crisis.

* A tiger at the Bronx Zoo in New York City tested positive, in the first known case of COVID-

19 in an animal in the United States or a tiger globally.

* Over 336,000 people have tested positive and more than 9,500 have died in the United

States, according to a Reuters tally.

* Deaths in Canada has jumped by just over 20% to 258 in a day, officials said on Sunday,

while Ottawa offered full-time jobs to reservists in the armed forces

* Panama on Sunday said total cases stood at 1,988, a rise of 187 cases from a day earlier. The

number of deaths increased by eight to 54

* Mexico said total cases were 2,143, an increase of 253 cases from a day earlier. The number

of deaths rose by 15 to 94.

* Barbados on Sunday reported its first virus-related death.

* Haiti on Sunday reported its first death, with 21 confirmed cases of the respiratory disease.

* Brazil's lower house of Congress approved a constitutional amendment for a "war budget" to

separate coronavirus-related spending from the government's main budget and shield the

economy as the country surpassed 10,000 confirmed cases.

EUROPE

* British Prime Minister Boris Johnson was admitted to hospital for tests on Sunday after

showing persistent symptoms of the coronavirus, 10 days after testing positive.

* Queen Elizabeth told the British people on Sunday that they would overcome the outbreak if

they stayed resolute in the face of lockdown and self-isolation.

* Britain will have to impose more curbs on outdoor exercise if people flout lockdown rules,

Health Secretary Matt Hancock said

* France's daily death toll fell in the past 24 hours, the health ministry said on Sunday. Data

showed 357 people died in hospitals, compared with 441 in the previous 24 hours, taking the

total toll in hospitals to 5,889.

* Italy's health minister outlined plans for broader testing and beefed-up health services as

part of a package of measures that would follow a future easing of the country's lockdown.

* The rate of new infections and deaths in Spain slowed again as the country, one of the worst

hit by the pandemic, began its fourth week under a near-total lockdown.



*Ireland Prime Minister Leo Varadkar re-registered as a medical practitioner and will work one

shift a week to help out during the coronavirus crisis.

* Pope Francis marked a surreal Palm Sunday in an empty St. Peter's Basilica, urging people

living through the pandemic not to be so concerned with what they lack but how they can

ease the suffering of others.

* Scotland Chief Medical Officer Catherine Calderwood resigned on Sunday after she flouted

her own advice to stay at home by travelling to her second home on two successive

weekends.

ASIA

* Mainland China reported 39 new cases on Sunday, all but one of them imported from

abroad, up from the 30 reported a day earlier. The National Health Commission said 78 new

asymptomatic cases had been identified by the end of Sunday, compared with 47 the day

before. Only one new death was recorded on April 5.

* South Korea reported fewer than 50 new cases for the first time since its Feb. 29 peak. The

country reported 47 new infections, taking the tally to 10,284. The death toll rose by three to

186.

* Thailand reported 51 new cases and three more deaths. Thailand has confirmed 2,220 cases

and 26 fatalities since the outbreak in the country in January.

* Turkey's death toll has risen by 73 to 574 in the last 24 hours, with new confirmed cases

jumping by 3,135 to total 27,069.

* India is restricting the export of most diagnostic testing kits, as coronavirus cases topped

3,350 on Sunday. The country is under a three-week nationwide lockdown

* Carnival Corp's troubled Ruby Princess cruise liner, the biggest single source of Australia's

5,687 COVID-19 cases, docked at a port on Australia's east coast on Monday to help remove

crew who need urgent medical treatment and to refuel the ship to send it away.

 

MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA

* About 20 million jobs are at risk in Africa as the continent's economies are projected to

shrink this year due to the impact of the pandemic, according an African Union study.

* Dubai imposed a two-week lockdown and Saudi Arabia sealed off parts of the Red Sea city

of Jeddah as Gulf states tightened measures in big cities.

* Franciscan friars wearing surgical masks and gloves made house calls in Jerusalem on Palm

Sunday, delivering olive branches to Christians who are self-isolating.

* The United Arab Emirates will reinforce its stockpile of strategic goods and waive residency

visa fines for the rest of the year in response to the coronavirus outbreak.

ECONOMIC FALLOUT

* Oil prices skidded after Saudi-Russian talks to cut output were delayed, while stocks jumped

as investors were encouraged by a slowdown in coronavirus-related deaths and new cases.

* British consumer confidence has recorded its biggest fall in more than 45 years, a survey

showed on Monday, as a widening shutdown of the economy to slow the spread of the

coronavirus hammered households' financial hopes.



* The Bank of England will not resort to irreversibly printing money in order to fund a surge in

government spending as it tries to shield Britain's economy, its governor Andrew Bailey said.

* The job losses suffered in March as the US economy shut down were widespread but still

were disproportionately felt in a handful of employment sectors and by women, the young

and the less educated.

Headline Roundup

State Shutdowns Have Taken at Least a Quarter of US Economy Offline

At least one-quarter of the US economy has suddenly gone idle amid the coronavirus

pandemic, an analysis conducted for The Wall Street Journal shows, an unprecedented

shutdown of commerce that economists say has never occurred on such a wide scale.

The study, by the economic-analysis firm Moody’s Analytics, offers one of the most

comprehensive looks yet at how much of the world’s largest economy has shut down in the

past three weeks. It also analyses counties big and small—from Manhattan to tiny Gilpin

County, Colo.—to estimate how a concentration of government shutdown orders in the

counties that produce a disproportionate share of the nation’s goods and services has

weighed on the national picture.

While 8 in 10 US counties are under lockdown orders, according to Moody’s, they represent

nearly 96% of national output.

Forty-one states have ordered at least some businesses to close to reduce the spread of the

coronavirus, according to Moody’s. Restaurants, universities, gyms, movie theaters, public

parks, boutiques and millions of other “nonessential” businesses have shut off the lights as a

result. The upshot: US daily output has fallen roughly 29%, compared with the first week of

March, just before the spate of closures, the analysis shows.

Fed Unlikely to Order Big U.S. Banks to Suspend Dividends

US banks will likely be allowed to keep paying dividends to shareholders, according to people

familiar with the matter, even as the coronavirus pandemic threatens to create a mountain of

bad loans that could eventually weaken the lenders.

Some former US regulators have said the Federal Reserve should order the largest banks to

suspend payouts to preserve capital at a time of soaring unemployment and business

disruption that may eclipse the 2008 financial crisis.

“If things work out well, banks can distribute income later on,” said Janet Yellen, a former Fed

chairwoman. “If not, they’ll have a buffer that will be needed to support the credit needs of the

economy.”

The European Central Bank and the Bank of England have pressured banks to stop using

their capital to make dividend payments to shareholders, raising questions about whether the

Fed would follow suit in the US But Fed officials are unlikely to do so, at least in the short

term. They see key differences in how lenders distribute capital on the two continents, and

they plan to conduct a more deliberate analysis of the US banking system’s health,the people

said.

Cleveland Fed President Loretta Mester said she prefers to await the results of the next set of

the banks’ “stress tests” in June before deciding whether to limit dividend payments. The

tests are used to assess banks’ ability to continue lending in a crisis. Banks are required to

submit plans showing how they would weather a deep recession and maintain sufficient

capital by Monday. The central bank will announce the results of the tests by the end of June.
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“Our stress test can give us insight into where capital should be needed,” said Ms. Mester in

an interview Thursday. “My preference would be to wait for the stress tests, but different

people can have different opinions about that.”Any decision to halt dividends lies with the five

members of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors; Fed bank presidents don’t have a vote.

US central bankers may fear that halting dividends now would send a signal that they are

worried about the solvency of the banking system. And because dividends are paid quarterly

in the US instead of annually as in Europe, the Fed has the ability to reassess the situation in

the coming weeks and months.

Bailey rejects monetary financing as tool in virus crisis

Bank of England governor Andrew Bailey has rejected suggestions the central bank should

use monetary financing to protect and boost the economy amid the coronavirus crisis, saying

it would “damage credibility on controlling inflation”.

Writing in the Financial Times, Mr Bailey signalled he would oppose any calls for the BoE to

print money to allow the government to run up a bigger deficit as it seeks to support

companies, workers and households.

“Using monetary financing would damage credibility on controlling inflation . . . It would also

ultimately result in an unsustainable central bank balance sheet and is incompatible with the

pursuit of an inflation target by an independent central bank,” said Mr Bailey.

Although monetary financing has been associated with disastrous economic consequences in

Zimbabwe, Venezuela and Weimar Germany in the 1920s, such is the depth of the Covid-19

crisis that it has been recommended by some of the UK’s most distinguished UK economic

policymakers.

Figures such as Adair Turner, chairman of the Financial Services Authority during the financial

crisis, and Charlie Bean, currently on the policymaking committee of the Office for Budget

Responsibility, have said that judicious BoE financing need not lead to the hyperinflation,

immiseration and the destruction of society seen elsewhere.

Mervyn King, BoE governor from 2003 to 2013, said last week that the question was not

whether or not the central bank should print money to buy government bonds, “the issue is:

how much money to print?”.

JPMorgan Says Slowing US Virus Cases to Put Floor Under Stocks

A slowdown in the growth rate of new US coronavirus cases may help put a floor under stocks

and dampen volatility, according to JPMorgan Chase & Co.

The Cboe Volatility Index has been tracking data associated with the global spread of cases

and has shown a relationship with growth at the US state level, technical strategists Jason

Hunter and Alix Tepper Floman wrote in a note Friday. The number of states with growth rates

above 20% dropped to under 10 from over 40 in the past two weeks, a trend which could

keep pressure on the VIX and moderate any equity declines -- if it continues, they said.

“Based on the recent correlation, case growth deceleration in that group can help put further

downward pressure on implied equity volatility and blunt the nature of a retest of the March

equity price low,” the strategists wrote. “We suspected that markets could anchor to those

statistics given the enormous uncertainties associated with a pandemic. So far, that has

proved to be the case.”

The JPMorgan duo expect the 2,100s level to hold on the S&P 500, serving as a floor for the

market this quarter. They see the 2,750-2,850 area capping rallies over the period. The

benchmark gauge closed just below the 2,490 level Friday, having fallen to a low of about

2,192 in March.



Model Portfolio

Very little to report on the portfolio front.

There’s a couple ideas I'm starting to brew, but there’s still plenty of work to be done on

refining the ideas.

You don't need me to remind you that all updates with be on the @PiQViP Twitter account

https://twitter.com/PiQViP


  

Looking Ahead
 

A rather poor day on the data and event front, with the highlight of the day being the BoC

Business Outlook Survey.

All eyes and ears on the OPEC(+(+)) front, where we can be sure there will be many whispers

ahead of Thursday’s video conference.

Keep it tight.
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